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Vocabulary EXTRA! Extension

Unit 5

Unit 6

1 Decide if the words in the box should come before

1 Complete the table with these words. Can you add

or after the word history to make collocations, and
complete the sentences.

more words?

bistro check chef cook cutlery
diner dish ketchup pub special (n)
table tip (n) waiter wine list

ancient book class degree
medical natural oral teacher
1

Our history teacher
from college.

has a       

2

I’m very interested in         
You know, plants and animals.

3

        

Places
to eat
.

Things
to eat

Things
in a
restaurant

People

Paying

check

is the study of the

Greeks and Romans.

4

The doctor looked at my         
and told me that my eyesight is getting worse.

5

I’m reading a great         
moment. It’s about the Civil War.

6

My brother is writing a thesis about 
     . It’s about what real people say about
the past.

7

at the

Our         
was really good
today. We watched a documentary about the 1960s.

2 Make adjectives ending in -ous from these nouns, and
complete the sentences. Use your dictionary to help
you check the spelling.

adventure ambition disaster mystery
number religion space suspicion

religious  

Now complete the sentences with some of the words.

table

1

Good evening. Do you have a

2

And today’s     
there.

3

Greek Tzatziki is a     

4

That was delicious. Can we have the     
please?

5

Don’t forget to leave a     
great!

for two?

are on the board over
made with yoghurt.
,

. The meal was

2 Complete the sentences using these adjectives.
well-established well-kept well-meant
well-read well-received well-thought-of

1

There are a lot of different   
in the United States.

2

She’s very       . She wants to study
economics and start her own business.

1

A
well-read person is one who has read many
books and has a lot of knowledge.

3

There was a      
light in the sky last
night. No-one could explain what it was.

2

If you are      
lot of people.

4

What a      
wrong.

3

Her garden is really      
really neat and tidy.

5

They live in a     
rooms.

apartment. It has five

4

6

The police became      
when they saw
him carrying a large bag in the middle of the night.

If something is described as       , it has
existed for a long time and has been successful or
accepted for a long time.

5

7

She’s a very      
person. She loves
traveling to different countries alone and doing
extreme sports.

His speech was      
reaction from the audience.

6

I’m sure what he did was       , but
unfortunately it did more harm than good.

8

You have to pass      
to be an astronaut.

groups

vacation! Everything went

tests if you want
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, you are respected by a
. It is always

and got a very good

4

